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The Russian Army Fleet at Svensksund 
during the fall of 1789 Marcus Lepola 2019. 

THE RUSSIANS CONTROL THE WAVES AT SVENSKSUND  

The first famed Battle of Svensksund took place on the 24th of August 1789 (13th of August 
according to the Russian calendar). The battle between the Russian and Swedish Army fleets 
resulted in a Swedish defeat. The victory was not decisive as most of the Swedish vessels along 
with the Swedish king himself, Gustavus III, were able to retreat to the west and find shelter at the 
Lovisa Svartholm fortress. The Russian fleet captured 7 Swedish naval vessels and 15 auxiliary 
vessels. On the 25th of August a Swedish army detachment commandeered by General Platen 
arrived at Högfors upon which time they were informed of the outcome of the recent battle. The 
day before the army had been 20km up north at Värälä and the soldiers had hear gun blasts and 
seen the smoke rise from the fierce battle. The Russian Army fleet had still had to deal with the 
Swedish troops which remained on land at Kymi. The Russians had numerical superiority and did 
not perceive the Swedes at Högfors as an immediate threat. The Russians controlled the sea and 
the islands at Svensksund.  On the 27th of August the Russian Army fleet celebrated their recent 
victory with Te deum – a thanks-giving ceremony. The ceremony was witnessed by the Swedish 
land troops and they counted 27 Russian ships in parade formation. 

 
Figur 1. The First Battle of Svensksund 1789. The Swedish Army fleet vessels are marked B, D and H. The 5 24-pound Russian guns on 
Kuutsalo and the supporting Russian infantry battalion are marked with the letter M. "Carta öfver Bataillen i Svensksund den 24de 
Augusti 1789. Swedish Military Archives. 
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Shortly after two or three Russian galleys attempted to sail up the Högfors distributary of the 
greater Kymi River to observe the Swedish positions but they were met by Swedish gun-sloops 
that fired upon the approaching vessels. The galleys retreated with damaged masts as well as an 
unknown amount of casualties.  

 

THE ATTACK ON THE 1ST OF SEPTEMBER 1789 

Without the backing of its Army fleet the Swedish troops were at risk of being boxed in by the Russians who 

now had the superiority of numbers at Kymi. Such an attempt was initiated by the Russians on September 

1st (21st of August according to the Russian calendar). The Russians first attacked the forward positions of 

the Swedish camp at Högfors from the North. At Svensksund a detachment of the Russian Army fleet under 

the command of Ivan Balle attacked the Swedish positions along the river mouths. Twelve half-galleys 

approached the bridgehead at Högfors and set troops ashore. Gun sloops and half-galleys attacked the 

artillery position Jumalniemi, by the Huumanhaara distributary. The Swedes retreated from the battery and 

torched five of their own gun sloops.  

 

Figur 2. Russian half-galleys and gun sloops attack  the Swedish positions at the Kymi River distributaries on the 1st of September 
1789. "Carta öfver Bataillen i Svensksund den 24de Augusti 1789. Swedish Military Archives. 

The Swedish commander received a message that several Russian galleys were at Broby, some 10km to the 

west towards the border. A single Russian galley could hold 200-300 troops and were now landing them at 

Broby, threatening to encircle the Swedish army. The Swedish army at Högfors and Kymmene gård started 

a hasty retreat and torched bridges as well as their army provisions depo at Vanhala during the retreat. 

Upon reaching Broby in the evening Russian troops had already landed and enemy guns were firing on the 

retreating Swedes. The Swedes believed that as many as 4000 Russian troops had landed at Broby. The king 
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Gustavus III himself arrived at the site from Lovisa to witness the dire situation in first hand. Upon realising 

the Russian superiority in numbers the retreat assumed and the Swedish border at Abborfors was reached 

at 2 o´clock the following morning. Two Russian galleys were sunk during the battle by the Swedish artillery 

position at Tionvarpi.  

 

Dramatic scene on a copper drawing of the Swedish retreat on the 1st of February 1789.  Swedish Military Archive. 

At Kotka the Russians captured two guns from the Jumalniemi battery and managed to salvage one of the 

torched gun sloops. Further up the river the Russians captured six more large guns, a yacht, two gun boats, 

two large rowing boats and three yawls with cargo such as sailcloth and oak planks. The following day the 

Russians managed to capture a 12-bank Swedish sailboat, three auxiliary ships and three more gunboats 

along with a substantial amount of ammunition. In all the Russians captured 16 more Swedish vessels 

during the battles of 1st September camp at Svensksund. After the battle Nassau-Siegen ordered 26 vessels 

from the Army fleet to remain behind at Ruotsinsalmi. Eight of these were large vessels such as prams or 

rowing frigates, the rest were small vessels such as kayks, gun sloops and gun boats. In all the Russian crew 

on board these ships amounted to 2427 men.  

RUSSIAN ENCAMPMENTS AT KUUTSALO DURING THE FALL OF 1789 

Among the Russian vessels left behind at Ruotsinsalmi there were three special ships, categorized as Baltic 

secret vessels; Okhranitel’noe, Nastupatel’noe and Okhranitel’noe. These unusal ships were intended to 

resemble merchant ships and act as decoys. They were modelled on the Swedish udenmaas and were 

armed with 22 12-pund guns as well as some 20 falconets and swivel guns. Each vessel had a crew of 236 

men and the deck guns were hidden behind a hinged board that could be dropped just before battle, 

exposing the row of guns on the deck of the vessel. 
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Blueprint of a ’Baltic Secret Vessel’. Russian Warships in the Age of Sail – Tredrea & Sozaev. 

During the first Battle of Svensksund the Russians managed to transport heavy cannons across to the north 

end of the Island of Kuutsalo. In all five artillery positions were established with 24 pound guns aimed at 

the large vessels of the Swedish centre. The artillery positions are still visible at the site. A string of five 

rectangular stone structures are set on a line some 50 meters from the shoreline. The Russian artillery 

position was set far back in the forest as they also had to withstand fire from the Swedish guns sloops and 

gun boats cruising the shoreline in the west. The terrain further back on the island is rocky and uneven, 

therefore the Russian gunners improvised raised platforms to level the cannons and provide a stable 

surface for firing at the enemy. The surviving platforms indicate that the Russians continued to improve 

their positions immediately after the battle. These final platforms had a wooden framework and were filled 

with stones, carefully laid down in layers within the frame. The platforms were covered with a wooden 

flooring, suitable for guns mounted on ship´s carriages.  
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Archaeological remains of the Russian Navy fleet on Kuutsalo island made during the campaign at Svensksund – Rochensalmi in 
1789.   

Further up on the hill above the artillery positions there are 3-4 stone bake ovens or so called ‘Russian 

ovens’ which indicate that the artillery position remained manned for several days. Two kilometres further 

south along the West shore of the island there is a cluster of 15 stone baking ovens at Mullinkylä. There are 

several depressions in the sandy hillside below the ovens indicating that the Russians camped at the site. A 

small inlet 350 meters to the as west provided excellent anchorage for the larger Russians ships. It is not 

known for how long the detachment of the Russian Army fleet remained at Kuutsalo. The Swedes did not 

attempt to return to Svensksund during the fall and is likely that the Russians left the area by late 

November. In May the following year the Swedish army fleet returned to Svensksund ahead of time, 

unhindered by any Russian forces. The battlements erected on Kuutsalo by the Russians did not provide 

any advantages in the second Battle of Svensksund as the Swedes were able to hold the area during the 

summer of 1790.  
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Remains of a Russian platform for a 24-pound gun at Kuutsalo from the First battle of Svensksund.  Marcus Lepola 2019. 
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